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LEARNING DISABLED
TAUGHT AT UD
DAYTON, Ohio, November 6, 1975 - _.- To the casual onlooker, Andre Partovi
appeared to be rolling across the floor in a barrel . However, his teacher,
Mrs. Wilma Swank is more than a casual onlooker . Andre's neurological responses
are being activated, she explained.
Andre is one of 16 children who participate in the Sensory Integration Program
held at the University of Dayton five days a week . Children attend two-and-ahalf hour sessions each day with two hours in a Montessori classroom and one-half
hour in individual treatment . The children, who range in age from two -and-a-half
to five years, have received an early diagnosis of learning disability, which
means they are unable to organize and integrate sensory stimuli from the environment, a prerequisite to the finer skills of reading and writing.
"Andre is learning to do more than just roll in a barrel.
came here, his head hit the floor every time he tried to roll.
his head up," Mr s. Swank explained.
Andre exhibits what
Head lag is a symptom of
muscles is a skil: which
reading. Barrel rolling
automatic .

When he first
Now he holds

occupational therapists such as Mrs. Swank call head lag.
a learning disability. Control of the head via the neck
precedes the left to right eye movement necessary to
is designed to make the response of the neck muscles

The ph ilosophy of automatic response is a contrast t o a philosophy espousing
drill as a re-enforcement to learning. The child constantly would be reminded
to hold his head up under a drill philosophy. The automatic response philosophy
which is adhered to by I~s . Swank involves the child in activities where he must,
as a matter of course, learn to hold his head up .
The automatic response philosophy prevents what Mrs . Swank describes as splinter skills. An example of a splinter skill is the child who can tie his shoe
because he has been drilled in the sequence of steps necessary to tying shoes,
but he cannot manipulate his hands to do other tasks.
"We're not so much interested in the fact that a child cannot tie his
shoes. We would much rather know why he can't tie his shoes as well as a number
of other related skills," Mrs . Swank said .
The probelm is usually related to an inhibition of fine motor skills.
Instead of learning to tie his shoes , the child involved with sensory integration therapy engages h ~ 3 hands with such things as clothes pins, pastry tubes
and bottles of hand lotion.
-cont inued-
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The sensory integration approach receives its biggest boost from the fact that
i t works. "Pressure just doesn't work," Mrs . Swank said. "A l ot of our children
are droolers. If we constantly reminded them to close the ir mouth, they would
probably learn to close t heir mouth, as l ong as they were thinking about it.
But, then suppose t hey get into the first grade and they're thinking about
something els e , something like two and two are four. Right away, they're
drooling again be cause t hey're not consciously giving the ir mind an order not to
drool. "
The Montessori classroom is seen as a necessary adj unct t o automatic response
therapy. The Mont e ss ori approach is bas ed upon a recognition that normal growth
occurs in a developmental s equence. That sequence has gone awry for the child
with a learning disability. It is hoped that the Montessori classroom with its
emphasis on manipulation of sensory experience, independence and self direction
will restore the developmental sequence which is so necessary for academic
readiness.
Senscry integrat i on is a special program of the Child Guidance Center.
Funding comes from the "648" Mental Health and Retardation Board. Space for
the program is provided by un in exchange for its use as a tra ining facility
for teachers of learning disabled children .
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